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Abstract-In this note, the use of PNTBLSIM as a language for writing simulation programs 
is illustrated. PNTBLSIM is suitable both as a general-purpose programming language and as a 
special-purpose simulation language, and may be used to simulate either discrete or continuous sys- 
tems. Many types of systems, such as those associated with manufacturing problems, have been 
studied using state-transition graphs, queueing system models, Petri net models, PERT networks, 
and continuous-time dynamic models. PNTBLSIM can be used to simulate systems mathematically 
modeled in any of these ways. The main advantages of PNTBLSIM are its flexibility, simplicity, and 
portability. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we shall show how a digital computer may be used for simulation, a basic 
tool of applied mathematics. This is a very powerful technique which is available when 
previous techniques fail for various reasons. . . Two points should be stressed. In the 
first place, simulation involves a mathematical model. In the second place, considerable 
knowledge of the system is required for a successful simulation. The method is not 
routine. 
- Richard Bellman 
In Chapter Six of Richard Bellman’s book on artificial intelligence [l], from which the fore- 
going quotation is taken, the use of simulation for the study of systems is discussed. There are 
many types of mathematical models which have application to manufacturing systems, such as 
state-transition graphs, Petri nets, queueing systems, PERT networks, and differential equations. 
(See [2] for an introduction to mathematical models with applications to computer science.) A 
variety of different software tools have evolved over the years for the construction of simulation 
programs applicable to systems modeled in these various ways. 
Simulation programs can be written in conventional general-purpose programming languages, 
such as FORTRAN, Pascal, C, and Ada, or in special-purpose simulation languages, such as 
GPSS and Simscript for discrete systems and CSMP for continuous systems [3]. We describe 
herein a tabular language, named PNTBLSIM, that has characteristics of both general-purpose 
and special-purpose languages, and can be used for the simulation of either discrete or continuous 
systems. PNTBLSIM can be used in conjunction with the broad range of mathematical models 
mentioned above. 
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In [4], we showed that all “computable” (in the sense of Turing) algorithms can be programmed 
using decision tables [5], and in this sense decision tables constitute a general-purpose program- 
ming language. In other words, any conventional program, no matter how complex, can be 
rewritten as a decision table. Thus, all systems that can be simulated using a general-purpose 
programming language can also be simulated using decision tables, hence, using a decision table 
processor. The main advantages attributed to decision tables in other contexts [6], including 
clarity in expressing complex logic and suitability for program analysis and testing, apply to 
simulation programs as well. 
Special-purpose simulation languages were designed primarily so that users need not learn 
and/or employ a general-purpose programming language. The main features of simulation lan- 
guages that make them attractive are (1) block or object structures, which remove much of the 
need for procedural specifications, and (2) built-in routines, for automatically collecting, analyz- 
ing, and displaying results. PNTBLSIM utilizes block-structured specifications of systems and 
includes built-in data analysis and reporting routines, and thus may be regarded as a special- 
purpose simulation language. It is based on a tabular representation of the system to be simulated 
and adopts the conventions of decision tables, the columns of which correspond to blocks. As 
an extension to DTP (a decision table processor that we previously developed), PNTBLSIM 
provides the flexibility to combine use of special-purpose facilities with general-purpose facilities 
within the same program. 
APPLICATIONS 
PNTBLSIM is a flexible system that can be used to simulate discrete-object state-transition sys- 
tems as well as continuous dynamic systems. The value of PNTBLSIM as a simulation language 
will be demonstrated by example. Specifically, we illustrate the applicability of PNTBLSIM, and 
of the basic decision table processor upon which it is based, to the simulation of classes of sys- 
tems that arise in manufacturing. Specifically, we show applications to systems mathematically 
modeled by (1) state-transition graphs, (2) queues, (3) Petri nets, (4) PERT networks, and (5) 
differential equations. 
EXAMPLE 1. STATE-TRANSITION GRAPH. One useful mathematical model of manufacturing 
systems is that of state-transition graphs. In general, systems may be characterized by a set 
of states together with a set of rules which specify allowable transitions between states and 
conditions under which a transition made be made. A state-transition graph is a formalization of 
this notion, for which there exists a well-developed mathematical theory (the theory of graphs) 
as well as a convenient diagrammatical representation (state-transition diagrams). A special 
case of such state-transition graphs is that of decision trees, which are commonly used to model 
sequential decision processes such as those that arise in game theory. For example, we show in 
Figure 1 how a state-transition model for the game of blackjack described in [l] can be represented 
in the tabular language of decision tables. 
EXAMPLE 2. PETRI NET. PNTBLSIM may be used as a tool for simulating Petri Nets [7]. (It 
is this application that gave PNTBLSIM its name.) Each transition of a Petri net corresponds 
naturally to a column (rule) of a decision table, and has associated conditions and actions. A 
tabular representation of a high-level Petri net having colored tokens is given in Figure 2. This 
example, which involves machines, tools, conveyors, and buffers, is described further in IS], and 
is typical of many flexible manufacturing system applications. 
EXAMPLE 3. QUEUEING SYSTEM. Another useful model of manufacturing systems is that of 
queues, where for example components (customers) are conveyed to service stations and may 
have to wait for unspecified periods of time. Queueing systems can be handled by modeling them 
as timed Petri nets. As a simple example, a table that simulates a discrete M/M/l queueing 
system is given in Figure 3. Transition Tl generates arrivals, and transition T2 services enqueued 
customers. 
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turn= :OPPPPPDDDDDD 
tt1:21 :-<c=>--<<<=> 
Q? :_TP_-_-_____ 
tt1:15 :__-___<=>>>-- 
P:D :______--<>=--_ 
__-_____-_-+_-_________- 
draw :_X___~_____ 
pass :_-x-_______- 
winner= :---PD--DPODP 
(re)deal :X--xX--xxxxx 
turn:= :P-DPP--PPPPP 
Figure 1. Blackjack example. 
program prototypesim; 
const lstflg=false ;debugt=false ; debugd=false ; 
type pmnem=(PNIL,IB,MKH,RM,OB,CONV,RQ,TOOL); 
type tmnem=(TNIL,E,MP,MW,WM); 
const tcolruler='EMPG'; 
const nplaces=ll; ntrans=l; counters:set of pmnem=[]; tickset:set of tmnem=[]; 
const qsize=lO; numtokflds=2; 
($1 pnsimsub] 
var rqm,rqt,im,it,om,ot:integer; 
procedure pnet; 
begin 
dtbegin! 
PtIBl :>___ 
P [MACH] :>_-_-_ 
;qma;ch(MACH,l,TP[IB].tk[2)) :T--- 
: ->-- 
P[OBl : _->- 
P [CONVI : -->> 
P [RQI : _--> 
Pm(JLl : ---> 
pqmatch(TOOL,l,TPIRQ].tk[2)) :---T 
___-_---_-----~~_------------+---_ 
{(t,m):tool t is in IB of math m) 
1m:machine m is idle) 
fmach of k-th IB not idle) 
Im:machine m finished with tool t) 
f(t,m):tool t is in OB of math m] 
(conveyors idle = CONV = (belt c)} 
freqs = RQ = (math m, next-tool t)) 
(tools idle = TOOL = (tool t)) 
{j-th TOOL is k-th ReQuest] 
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rqm:=pqcolor(MACH) 
rqt:=pqtoken(IB,l) 
rqm:=pqcolor(RM) 
ot:=pqtoken(RM,2); 
om:=pqtoken(RM,l) 
ot:=pqtoken(OB,l) 
it:=pqcolor(TOOL) 
im:=pqtoken(RQ,l) 
P[ROl - __ 
enqtoken(RQ,rqm,ff(rqm)) 
P ml1 
enqtoken(RM,rqm,rqt) 
PIMACH] 
enqcolor(MACH,rqm) 
P [OBI 
enqtoken(OB,ot,om) 
P[TOOL) 
enqcolor(TOOL,ot) 
P[CONvl 
PiCONvj 
P[IBl 
enqtoken(IB,it,im) 
tcol:='!' 
dtend! 
end; 
begin 
:x_-- 
:x_-- 
: _x__ 
:-x__ 
: _x__ 
: _-x- 
z---x 
: __-x 
: +--< 
:x_-_ 
: +<-- 
:x___ 
:<+-- 
:-x_- 
: -+<- 
: _x__ 
: --+< 
: __x_ 
: --<< 
: -->> 
:<--+ 
: __-x 
!EMFG 
ff(m) is random next-tool for math] 
{tool may be found from RM.mach) 
(get tool t to inbuf via b) 
( of math m 1 
(request = (math m, next-tool t)) 
(indicate math m busy (using tool t)) 
(return RM to MACH) 
(place tool t on OB of math m) 
Iput back tool from OB (of math)) 
IIB = bnach m, tool t)] 
initializepnsim; tlim:=O; 
loadpqcolor(MACH,l);loadpqcolor(MACH,2); 
loadpqcolor(CONV,1);loadpqcolor(CO~,2); 
loadpqtoken(RQ,l,l);loadpqtoken(RQ,2,2); 
loadpqtoken~~L,1,0);loadpqtoken~T~L,2,0);loadpqtoken(~L,3,O); 
tlbl[E]:='E'; tmsg[E]:='.'; tlbl[MP]:='MACH'; 
tlbl[Mw]:='Mw'; 
tmsg[MP]:='.machine process'; 
tlnsgmwl:=‘.put’; tlbl[WM]:='wM'; tmsg[WM]:='.get'; 
plbl[IBl:='IB'; pm.sg[IB]:='input buffer'; 
plbl[MACH]:='MACH'; pmsg[MACIi]:='idle machines'; 
plbl[RM]:='RM'; pmsg[RM]:='machines finished'; 
plbl[OB]:='OB'- pmsg[OBl:='output buffer'; 
plbl[COr?Vl:='C;I~'; pmsg[CONV]:='idle conveyors'; 
plbl[RQ]:='RQ'- pmsg[RQ):='requests'; 
pmsg[TOOL):='t;ols'; 
plbl[TOOL]:='TOOL'~ I 
simulate; 
end. 
Figure 2. Petri net,. 
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program queueingsyetem; 
cons:. lstflg=false ;debugt=false ; debuJd=false : 
type pmnem=(PRIL,P1,P2,P3) : 
t\-po tmnem=(TNIL,Tl,T2,CLKl,CLK:! ; 
const tcGlru:er='12Aa'; 
const nplaces=3 ; ntrar.s=4 ; 
col;nters:set of pmnem=tP31; 
tickset:set of tnmem=[Tl,T21; 
const qsize=lO; numtokflds=;!; 
{$I pnsimsllbl 
procedure pnet; 
function expo(lam:real):integer; 
begin expo:=round(-lnirandom)/lam); end; 
begin 
dtbegin! 
PIP3]=150 :FF-- 
P[Pll : ,_-- 
P[P21 : -,__ 
P[P31 : ____ 
TT[Tll :<-a- 
TTtT21 :-c-P 
_--_________--_____----+____ 
P!Pl] : <->- 
P[P21 : +<>- 
P!P3] :-+-> 
TTITl]:=expo(O.209) :K___ 
TT!T2]:=expo(O.352) : _x__ 
tcol:='!' !12AB 
dtend! 
end; 
var u,r,l,q:real; 
begin 
initializepnsim; 
tlim:=lOOO; 
loadplace(P1.1); 
tlbl[Tl]:='Tl'; tmsg[Tl]:='generate arrival'; 
tlbl[T2]:='T2'; tmsg[T2l:='serve customer'; 
tlbliCLKll:='CLKl'; tmsg[CLKll:=' tick arrival elk'; 
tlb:[CLK2i:='CLK2'; tmsg[CLKZ!:=' tick server elk'; 
plbl[Pl]:='Pl'; pmsg[Pl]:='generation flag'; 
p!blIP21:='P2'; pmsg[P2J:='arzival queue'; 
plbl[P3]:='P3': pmsg[P3l:='departures'; 
simulate; 
u:=trans[T2].ft.mean/trans~T3l.tbf.mean; 
r:=l.O/trans[T2l.tbf.mean; 
l:=place[P21.cont.mean+u; 
q:=place[P2].emt+trans[T2l.ft.mean; 
ruriteln(' srwtl srvrat no.sys timsys‘l: 
writeln(u:8:2,r:8:2,1:8:2,q:O:2); 
end. 
Figure 3. Discrete queueing system. 
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I 
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Figure 4. A PERT network. 
lambda=3 
p1>0 
p2>0 
p3>0 
p4>0 
p520 
___ 
p1:=p1-1 
pl:=pl+2 
pz:=p2-1 
u2:=D2+1 
p3:+3-1 
p3:=p3+2 
p4:=p4-1 
p4:=p4+1 
Ds:=Ds-1 
ps:=ps+1 
lambda:=1 
etl:=ta;ltl:=etl 
et2:=etl+tb;lt2:=et2 
et3:=etl+tc:lt3:=et3 
et4:=max(eti,et3)+td 
lc4:=et4 
lt2:=max(lt2,lt3) 
lt3:=max(lt2,lt3) 
et5:=et3+te;ltS:=et5 
etx:=max(et4,et5)+tf 
Itx:=etx 
lt4:=maxflt4,ltS) 
lt5:=max(lt4,lt5) 
lambda:=-1 
{ABCXF] 
: TFr’?‘PF 
: _TT___ 
:-7-T-- 
: --FTT- 
:---F-T 
: ---_i’T 
+------ 
: -xx--- 
:x_---_ 
:---x-_ 
:-x---- 
: ___m_ 
: _-x___ 
: _____y. 
:---x-- 
:---_-x 
:----x- 
:x___-_ 
:x----_ 
:-x---- 
:--x--- 
: ___x__ 
:-_-x-- 
:___x-- 
:---x-- 
:--_-x- 
: _____x 
:-____x 
:-----x 
:-----x 
: __ ---x 
Figure 5. A decision table for a PERT network 
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Droaram dvnamicsvstem: 
con&z lst?lg=false ;d&bugt=false ; debugd=false ; 
type pmnem=(PNIL,PY,PYDOT,PX,PYl,PYDOTl,PTM) ; 
type tmnem=(TNIL,TO,Tl,T2,T3) ; 
const tcolruler=‘0123’; 
const nplaces=6 ; ntrans=4 ; 
counters:set of pmnem=[PTM]; 
tickset:set of tnmem=[l; 
const qsize=5; numtzokflds=2; 
($1 pnsimsub) 
procedure out(v:real); begin write(v:12:8, '1 end; 
procedure cr; begin writeln(") end; 
var h,xl,c,x,y,ydot:real; 
procedure pnet; 
var dxl,dyl,dydotl,dy2,dydot2:real; 
argl,arg2,arg3:real; 
function fl(x,y,ydot:real):real; 
begin fl:=ydot end: (fl=y'(x)=ydot(x)) 
function f2(x,y,ydot:real):real; 
bygin f2:=c-y-ydot end; (f2=ydot'(x)) 
fi~~~in~Y”(x)+Y’(x)+Y(x)=c. Y(0);;;p~;(O)=o~ 
P[PTW . :X__- 
x>xl :-FFF 
P[PXl :->>- 
P[PYl : ->>- 
P[PyDoTl : ->>- 
P[PYl] 
P[PYDoTli 
:-x-> 
:--x> 
__________--_______--------------+___- 
h:=.l; x1:=2.; c:=lO. :X-__ 
;;A; y:=l; ydot:=O. :X-_- 
: -<<- 
P[PYl : -<<- 
PIPYDOTI : -<<- 
a;g3:=ydot+dydotl/2. 
dy2:=h*fl(x,y,arg3) 
aral:=x+dxl/2. 
: _x__ 
: _x__ 
: __x- 
arg2:=y+dylj2. : _-x- 
arg3:=ydot+dydotl/2. : _-x- 
dydot2:=h*f2(argl,arg;!,arg3) : __x_ 
P[PYll : ->-< 
P[PYDOTll :-->< 
x:=x+dxl :___X 
y:=y+dy2 : ___x 
ydot:=ydot+dydotl : _-_x 
enq(PX,2);enq(PY,2);enq(PYDOT,2) :X--X 
out(x);out(y);out(ydot);cr :x--x 
dxl:=h :X___ 
dyl:=h*fl(x,y,ydot) :x--x 
dydotl:=h'f2(x,y,ydot) :x--x 
P[pTMl :>___ 
tcol:=’ ! ’ !0123 
dtend! 
end; 
begin 
initializepnsim; 
tlim:=lOO; 
tlbl[Tl]:='Tl'; tmsg[Tl]:='integrate y"'; 
tlbl[TZ]:='T2'. , tmsg[T2]:='integrate y"'; 
simulate; 
end. 
Figure 6. Continuous dynamic system. 
EXAMPLE 4. PERT NETWORK. Another application of timed Petri net-decision tables is their 
use in modeling PERT networks, which may be used to investigate the effects of various scheduling 
decisions. PERT processes correspond to Petri net transitions and events correspond to places. 
Each transition would have multiple output arcs corresponding to the number of its immediate 
successors. For example, the PERT network of Figure 4 (taken from [2]) can be represented 
by the decision table of Figure 5; in Figure 4, process durations are shown in parentheses. To 
the table, we added calculations for earliest (ET) and latest (LT) times for the given process 
durations, i.e., where ta = 2, tb = 2, tc = 3, td = 4, te = 3, and tf = 2. 
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EXAMPLE 5. CONTINUOUS SYSTEMS. As a final example, typifying continuous-time dynamic 
models, a table that simulates a dynamic spring-mass system is given in Figure 6. Such a system 
is modeled by a differential equation of the form y”(z) + y’(z) + y(z) = c, y(O) = 1, y’(O) = 0. 
It can be solved in a fashion used in continuous system simulators (such as analog computers) 
where blocks representing integrators are interconnected in a fashion dictated by the differential 
equation. We have chosen to perform the required integration using a simple Runge-Kutta 
formula. 
_-_____--____trace_-___-____-__- 
time tn Places... Timers... 
___-__-_____-_---___~--~~~~~-~~- 
0 0200223 
8 WM 1200212 011 2
0 MAC: 0201222 
Mw 
x WM 
0200223 
1200212 
0 MAC: 0110222 
0 0201222 
0 Mw 0200223 
***EXIT*** 
-------_------transition statistics-----__--_---_ 
tn numf ongo lastf Time^firings.. Firingtime.. 
___-_____-______-______________________---_______ 
E 2 0 0 0.0 0 
x 
0.0 0 0 
MACH 2 0 0 
Mw 
x 8 
0 
8-Z 
0 WM 4 0 0 0:o 8 
.machine process 
.put 
.get 
__-_------_----_-place statistics_______________________ 
w numv lstv lst0 ic fc Contents... pc0 emt au 
____----_--________----~--~----~-------~~~~-------~-~~~~ 
IB 
MACH : 
0 00 O-1.00 -1 0.0-1.00 
0 -1 2 
EM2 0 00 
: -1.0 1 2' -1 0.0 1.50 
-1.0 0 1 -1 0.0-1.00 
OB 2 0 00 O-1.00 -1 0.0-1.00 
CONV 5 0 -12 2 -1.0 1 2" -1 0.0 1.50 
RQ 0 -1 2 -1.0 1 2 -1 0.0 1.50 
TOOL 5 0 -1 3 : -1.0 2 3 -1 0.0 1.33 
input buffer 
idle machines 
maths finished 
output buffer 
idle conveyors 
requests 
tools 
Figure 7. Simulation output for Petri net 
The Pascal version of PNTBLSIM consists of a (a) preprocessor PNDTP that translates Petri 
nets represented in a decision table format into conventional Pascal, and (b) an “included” 
library PNSIMSUB of Pascal procedures for running the simulation and for gathering statistics. 
An example of the simulation output for the Petri net of Figure 2 is given in Figure 7. Details 
will be reported in a forthcoming report. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Use of a tabular source language is compatible with the use of other programming languages 
since their respective syntaxes and built-in functions can be incorporated in the entries of the 
tables. Furthermore, preprocessors can be written to translate tabular programs in a variety 
of source syntaxes to object programs in these other languages. A preprocessor that translates 
tabular simulation programs to some object language provides portability if the object language 
is chosen to be a common conventional programming language. Then the simulation programs 
can execute on any system that supports the conventional language provided the preprocessor can 
itself be ported. This is easy since the preprocessor can also be written in the object language. 
We chose Pascal for the source syntax as well as for the object target language in the foregoing 
examples since Pascal is readily available on the simplest of computers. Our simulation programs 
will run on most PCs. (For the small examples reported here, a 256K XT-class laptop suffices.) 
Our preprocessor for translating these tabular programs to Pascal was itself written in Pascal so 
that it can be easily ported. 
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We remark that one reason our system has minimal requirements is that it does not, utilize 
graphical interfaces for input or output. Such interfaces can be added by adopting a tabular 
internal language, and providing translators between representations. 
One advantage of our tabular language for writing simulation programs is its simplicity, ad- 
mittedly a subjective notion. Of course, while any new and unfamiliar language is harder than 
familiar ones initially, there appears to be no inherent difficulties in writing tabular programs and, 
as with other languages, the task becomes easier with practice. In any event, we will not claim 
that this tabular approach is better, but we do claim that it is no worse. It has been used for the 
classes of applications described above, which, while simplified, are nevertheless representative of 
real manufacturing systems. 
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